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Asset Token Backed by
Emeralds
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Emerald Trade, Inc. was formed as a Florida limited-liability company in August 2016. In
the past, it merged buyers and sellers of emeralds. In December 2019, the company was
converted into a corporation. Emerald Trade is now a holding company for emeralds held
in Bank of America vaults for safekeeping, as well as an asset-backed digital currency
and management company. Moreover, its business consists of purchasing at a
significant discount premium-quality cut emeralds from reputable, vetted sellers in the
major mining countries.
Gold, silver, and diamond markets have been securitized and have reached global
saturation and market growth maturity. It means that the global demand for production
has reached the ebb-and-flow balance of supply and demand. The emerald market has
only recently been securitized/tokenized and made its way to public stock exchanges and
the cryptocurrency domain. Its entry into the market as an asset-backed token (ABT) has
found favor with investors. Due to the rapid growth of consumer wealth, especially in
Asian countries where emeralds are preferred over diamonds, the growth potential for
tokenizing the emerald market is monumental and decades away from reaching the
saturation levels that gold, silver, and diamonds have reached. The global demand for
emeralds substantially exceeds current production. In the past 20 years, emeralds’ rise in
value outpaced the average price increase of gold, silver, and diamonds. Emeralds have
been known to increase in value at an average of 12% to 15% annually. Emerald Trade is
making participation in this expanding market available to investors worldwide through
digital currency.

FuraCoin’s Future Outlook
Initially, FuraCoin will be a utility token, with a total supply of 600 million tokens. There
are currently 300 million Furacoin tokens created which are located on Etherscan. It is
part of our plan to create 300 million more Furacoin tokens to complete the figure of 600
million Furacoin Tokens that establishes the total supply.
Additionally, we will accumulate sufficient funds over time, with the ultimate goal of
transitioning from a utility token to a currency by establishing our own blockchain
network. This will allow us to transact on our own network, which will allow us to have
lower fees, expedited transaction times, and support for other ABTs via other stablecoins.
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As exceptional as the Ethereum blockchain is and how widely used it is in the digital
currency space, most things do not come without flaws. If FuraCoin were to rely solely
on the Ethereum network and massive traffic issues arose, the conduct of our business
could be limited. It would be foolish not to have our own blockchain network in case of a
catastrophe. We hope to achieve the same results with emeralds that we intend to
achieve with other precious stones/metals in the future through our own blockchain
network.

Problems
The process that an emerald goes through before reaching the investor or retailer hands
may take an extended amount of time and is overall a tedious step. From its discovery in
mines around the world, to the final holder (buyers), presents a multitude of different
problems for both the consumers and producers, as illustrated below:
Problems on the Consumer’s side:
Moderate to high prices.
Investing and purchasing emeralds can sometimes be difficult and risky,
especially if you are a first-time buyer/investor who does not have adequate
knowledge about them.
 Partial and small investments are not possible when obtaining emeralds.
 Lack of trust in the emeralds’ origin due to illegal trafficking and proliferation of
lab-grown gems.
Problems of the Producer’s Side:






Receiving less than 30%-40% of the final customer retail price.
It’s extremely difficult for miners and producers to expand into different markets
because of lack of advertisement and brand awareness.
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Solutions
Emerald Trade realized there was an opportunity for investors, traders, and producers to
participate in a more decentralized market and reduce the costs of transactions between
parties. Furthermore, Emerald Trade wants to eliminate the middleman from the process,
connecting retailers, traders, and investors directly with the miners. As the global financial
system progresses, a multitude of problems arise, preventing users from getting the best
experience possible. One of the issues that users are currently facing is the inability to
access guaranteed financial services. Unfortunately, the majority of investment methods
that users wish to utilize are discouraged due to the inevitable financial consequences
imposed by governments.
Another underlying problem is that high-quality emeralds are a unique and exclusive
investment that, historically, have only been accorded to wealthy and prestigious
individuals instead of ordinary people in society. FuraCoin is here to bridge the gap by
taking these difficult-to-attain precious stones and granting an opportunity to investors
who believe in our mission and the future of emeralds as a world-renowned asset. In
2008, the world faced its worst financial recession since the Stock Market Crash of 1929.
During this time, investors and ordinary citizens lost faith in their nation’s currency and
turned to alternative methods to store their hard-earned money into a new system of
digitally backed currency and avoid the hassle of government regulations imposed on
average citizens worldwide.
On January 3, 2009, the Bitcoin network came into existence, reliant on blockchain
technology backed by miner-investors who use their computers to solve the
mathematical algorithms that make the blockchain system function. Bitcoin proved its
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worth during this historical time because it solved the middleman dilemma, dramatically
cutting transaction costs and opening the doors to transparency between users. Bitcoin
is now recognized by the world’s most prestigious organizations and financial institutions
as a reputable digital currency due to its revolutionary design system and structure—the
first major digital currency utilizing blockchain technology. Although FuraCoin will not be
using Bitcoin blockchain technology, the concept behind the development of Bitcoin
inspired Emerald Trade to create a decentralized market for the emerald industry.
The market for cryptocurrencies and digital blockchain assets has developed into a
vibrant ecosystem of traders, investors, and speculators exchanging millions of
blockchain assets around the world. Unfortunately, cryptocurrency prices are historically
volatile, rising and falling rapidly. Furthermore, the majority of cryptocurrencies have wide
swings (large and frequent price fluctuations throughout the day, week, month, etc.) from
day to day, which is common in the cryptocurrency realm. Some people find the volatility
vital to the growth and interest in cryptocurrencies, while others see it as a problematic
issue, as well as the reason why countless cryptocurrencies have failed to fulfill vital roles,
such as viability and functionality as cryptocurrencies. An ABT’s value is relatively stable
due to the nature of the asset that its value is pinned to, so it is definitely a superior choice
for investors who wish to hold an asset that has appreciated throughout historically
uncertain times.
FuraCoin is an ABT, which means tokens will be backed 100% by physical emeralds.
NAME

TICKER

PLATFORM

DECIMAL PLACES

FURACOIN

FURA

ETHEREUM ERC20

18

IEO Distribution
STAGE

DATE

TOKENS LIMIT

BONUS

PUBLIC SALE

JUNE 27, 2022

10,000,000

20%

Redemptions Process.
The owners of Fura can redeem their tokens for emeralds through the website
www.furatrade.com. Owners of FuraCoins can redeem their tokens twice a year. The first
redemption round starts from November 18th to December 18th (2022) and the second
redemption round starts from May 18th to June 18th (2023). Individuals who purchase
FURA can go to the website to view each emerald’s most recent price, alongside its copy
of the GIA certificate and other related government documentation. The redemption
process is composed of the following steps:
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Audit
To reinforce the transparency of the process, a bi-yearly audit is conducted by a trusted
third party to verify the authenticity and quality of the emeralds.

Supply and IEO (Tokenomics)
The total supply is 600,000,000 FURA units and supply divisibility will be according on










Company Reserve 4% (24,000,000 FURA)
Team 8% (48,000,000 FURA)
Legal Fee 3% (18,000,000 FURA)
Platform Maintenance 3% (18,000,000 FURA)
Bounty 3% (18,000,000 FURA)
Public Sale 43% (258,000,000 FURA)
Private Sale 10% (60,000,000 FURA)
Ecosystem 3% (18,000,000 FURA)
Marketing & Listing 20% (120,000,000 FURA)
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 Advisors 3% (18,000,000 FURA)

Token Specification
NAME

SYMBOL

BASED
ON

TOTAL
SUPPLY

DECIMALS

CONTRACT ADDRESS

FURACOIN

FURA

ERC-20

600,000,000
FURA TOKEN

18

0XE1631864495A2251AE092D
678111ACE32EE28AD4

Sales Events
PUBLIC SALE
43%

PRIVATE SALE
10%

TOTAL
53%

Ecosystem
3% of the total supply can be used for research development, improving infrastructure,
and anything that helps the company improve the ecosystem growth and longevity.
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Anti-dump mechanism
Emerald Trade understands the potential risks of dumping into the circulating supply,
which is why we set up a vesting period to help prevent individuals from diluting the
market.

Vesting Period
The above vesting period is in place to prevent the groups from diluting the market. The
vesting period doesn't imply to public sale participants, legal fee and Platform
Maintenance.
Team

8%

6 months fully locked, then unlock
over 18 months

Private Sale

10%

Released at TGE, 3 months cliff then
linear vesting over the next 12
months

Advisors

3%

6 months fully locked, then unlock
over 18 months

Company Reserve

4%

Unlock over 48 months, then linear
vesting over the next 12 months

Marketing & Listing

20%

Bounty

3%

Released at TGE, then linear vesting
over the next 24 months
Released at TGE, then linear vesting
over the next 24 months

Ecosystem

3%

Spread over the first month, then
linear vesting over the next 24
months

FuraCoin is considered a disinflationary currency. The term disinflation is used to
describe the slowing of price inflation. In other words, disinflation is the decrease in the
rate of inflation.
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Social Media
FACEBOOK

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/FURACOIN-112350121343300/

TWITTER

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/FURACOIN

REDDIT

HTTPS://WWW.REDDIT.COM/R/FURACOIN/

TELEGRAM

HTTPS://WEB.TELEGRAM.ORG/Z/#-763901108

GITHUB

HTTPS://MEDIUM.COM/@FURACOIN

LINKEDIN

HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/FURACOININC/
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Roadmap
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